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FOREWORD
This Final Report is the result of a year-long effort on
Monitoring and Control Requirement Definition Study for Dispersed
Storage and Generation (DSG) conducted by the General Electric
Company, Corporate Research and Development, for the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, and the New
York State Energy Research and Development Authority.
Dispersed storage and generation (DSG) is the term that char-
acterizes the present and future dispersed, relatively small
( <30 MW) energy systems such as those represented by solar thermal
electric, photovoltaic, wind, fuel cell, battery, hydro, and cogen-
eration. To maximize the effectiveness of alternative energy
sources su.h as these in replacing petroleum fuels for generating
electricity and to maintain continuous reliable electrical service
to consumers, DSGs must be integrated and cooperatively operated
within the existing utility systems. To effect this integration
may require the installation of extensive new communications and
control capabilities by the utilities. This study's objective is
to define the monitoring and control requirements for the inte-
gratinn of DSGs into the utility systems.
This final report has been prepared as five separate volumes
which cover the following topics:
VOLUME I - FINAL REPORT
Monitoring and Control Requirement
Definition Study for Dispersed Storage
and Generation
VOLUME II - FINAL REPORT - Appendix A
Selected DSG Technologies and Their
General Control Requirements
VOLUME III - FINAL REPORT - Appendix B
State of the Art, Trends, and Potential
Growth of Selected DSG Technologies
VOLUME IV - FINAL REPORT - Appendix C
Identification from Utility Visits of
Present and Future Approaches to Inte-
gration of DSG into Distribution Networks
VOLUME V - FINAL REPORT - Appendix D
Cost-Benefit Considerations for Providing
Dispersed Storage and Generation of Elec-
tric Utilities
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ABSTRACT
A major aim of the U.S. National Energy Policy, as well
as that of the New York State Energy Research and Development
Authority, is to conserve energy and to shift from oil to more
abundant domestic fuels and renewable energy sources. Dispersed
Storage and Generation ;DSG) is the term that characterizes the
present and future dispersed, relatively small (<30 MW) energy
systems, su p., h as solar thermal electric, photovoltaic, wind,
fuel cell, storage battery, hydro, and cogeneration, which can
help achieve these national energy goals and can be dispersed
throughout the distribution portion of an electric utility system.
As a result of visits to four utilities concerned with the
use of DSG power sources on their distribution networks, some
useful impressions of present and future approaches to the inte-
gration of DSGs into electrical distribution network have been
obtained. A more extensivc communications and control network
will be developed by utilities for control of such sources for
future use.
Different approaches to future utility systems with DSG are
beginning to take shape. The now DSG sources will be in decentral-
ized locations with some measure of centralized control. The util-
ities have yet to establish firmly the communication and control
means or their organization. For the present, the means for into-
gr a ting the DSC-s and their associated monitorin g and control equip-
ment into a unified system have not been decided.
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Section C1
INTRODUCTION
its a result of short, one day visits to four utilities con-
cerned with the use of dispersed storage and generation (DSG) power
sources on their distribution networks, some useful impressions of
the present and future approaches to the integration of DSG tech-
nologies into electrical distribution networks have been obtained.
The utilities visited inclt,,ded:
• Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (NMPC) - Syracuse,
New York
• San Diego Gas and Electric Company (SDG&E) -
San Diego, California
• Blue Ridge Electric Membership Corporation (BREMCO) -
Lenoir, North Carolina
• Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G) -
Newark, New Jersey
The primary objectives of these visits were to identify the
utilities opinions on the following key issues:
• Utility criteria for judging the suitability of DSG
for incorporation into distribution networks
• Influence of DSGs on present utility practices and
hardware
• Utility plans for distribution automation and con-
trol (DAC) and its integration with DSG
Present approaches seem to consist in large part of an exten-
sion of past practices with such DSGs as hydro and cogeneration
where there currently exist such jources of DSG power. A more ex-
tensive communication and control network will be developed for
control of such sources, and more continuous monitoring and auto-
matic remote control means will be available for future use. Ex-
tensions of present power scheduling methods are being used to
incorporate the effects of additional generation capacity provided
by DSG.
New DSG means to provide new sources of power are being de-
veloped for future installation. The new DSG means will be in
decentralized locations with centralized control. Future utility
systems with DSG are beginning to take shape. The utilities have
yet to establish firmly the communication and control means or
their organization. For the present, the means for integrating
the DSGs and their associated monitoring and control equipment into
a unified system have not been decided.
cl-1
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Section C2
SUMMARY OF IMPRESSIONS
As a result of the utility visits and other ideas gained from
a previous review of the DSG technologies, certain impressions were
formed.
C2.1 High Utility Interest in DSG
The utilities visited seemed genuinely interested in having
more dispersed storage and generation power sources available to
meet increasing generation needs. Many utilities face increasing
customer loads and feel tney need more generation equipment located
near distribution substations and capable of using renewable energy
sources or more economical means of generating power. For a number
of reasons, however, progress seems slow in bringing the actual dis-
persed storage and generation into being. In some cases DSG costs
are not competitive with conventional generation means or "free"
energy sources are not available in sufficient quantity to be prac-
tical. In still other cases, it has been difficult to obtain all
the approvals required.
C2.2 Purchase of Customer Surplus Power
A few utilities are formulating policies that would enable
willing customers to genbrate power which could be fed into the
utility lines. Some utilities refer to this practice as "cogen-
eration." Although the utilities appear more receptive than in
past years to purchasing such electricity from customers, it is
not clear that the average price the utilities are willing to pay
for "cogenerated" power will be sufficiently high to make such an
arrangement attractive to owners of the cogeneration facility.
In addition to establishing a rate structure for purchasing
customer--generated power, the utilities are worki g out "design
operating guides" to maintain jurisdiction of the power interface
and protection between the DSG and the distribution power network.
Concern with "backfeed" has been expressed to insure that operator
safety is maintained when parallel generation by customer and util-
ity is employed.
C2.3 Improving Monitoring and Control
The advent of microprocessors and improved communication means
has provided the utilities with an increased opportunity to directly
control and monitor remote DSGs. Whereas telephone lines and voice
communication have in the past provided information to and from re-
mote DSG energy sources, more frequent and flexible data transfer
from DSGs to the distribution dispatch center (DDC) will be desired
and used in the future.
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C2.4 Scheduling of DSGs
Representatives of
ing personnel expressed
not turn out to be a ma
plied amounts to less t
though the figure 10% a
present use of remote h
without any appreciable
scheduling difficulties
some of the utilities' planners and operat-
the idea that energy scheduling of DSGs may
jor technical problem when the DSG power sup-
han 10% of the total power dispatched. Al-
ppears merely to be a "rule of thumb," the
ydro and cogeneration in a de facto DSG mode,
operating problems, indicates that future
of DSGs may not be very severe.
The presence of m
which increases the lik
despite the inherent un
at any particular time.
once, it should be pos
generation patterns and
ces some diversity,
generation when needed,
of power from some DSGs
ased operating experi-
correlation among past
current estimates.
any small DSGs introdu
elihood of available
certain availability
Further, with incre
Bible to develop some
When DSGs are more commonly accepted, new scheduling logic
will no doubt be required. it would appear that work could begin
soon on consideration of a basic approach to scheduling of genera-
tion by various DSGs.
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Section C3
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF UTILITY VISITS
The following is a brief desc iption of the visits made to
the four utilities involved. Emphasis is on the present charac-
teristics of the utilities, the attitude of each toward the sub-
ject of DSG in specific technologies, and plans for integrating
DSG into their distribution network.
C3.1 Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation —Syracuse, New York
Attendees (July 31, 1979)
NMPC
Hilary Nortz, Chief Power Dispatcher
Roosevelt Fernandes, R&D
GE
J.B. Bunch, Corporate Research and Development (CRD)
Harold Chestnut, CRD
Attendees (August 24, 1979)
NMPC
Charles Fuller, Hydro Operations and Maintenance
Jack T:.,,g'1air, Hydro Projects and Automation
Dave Birlbeckt, Hydro Planning
Roosevelt Fernandes, R&D
GE
Robert Linden, Projects Engineering Operation (PLO)
Harold Chestnut, CRD
Note on Table C3.1-1 a number of pertinent statistics for the
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation customers, loads, and other charac-
teristics. In addition to generating nuclear, oil, and coal power,
NMPC uses hydro generation and purchased electric power to meet its
system needs.
Niagara Mohawk has for many decades used hydra power as a
valuable source of energy. Presently they have approximately 80
small hydro plants totaling 666 MW. By 1990 they plan to have
16 new hydro generating units with almost 200 MW of added capacity.
Table C3.1-2 is a summary of the new hydro generation planned. With
the exception of the two Hudson Falls plants, the remaining plants
will not require new dams. Many of these new units can be considered
as dispersed sources of generation.
Niagara Mohawk also has an
persed storage and generation.
sidering fuel cells and storage
its network. For the present N;
electric, photovoltaic, or wind
bens_ it to them.
interest in other sources of dis-
In particular, NMPC has been con-
batteries as possible additions to
KPC does not feel that solar thermal
sources of energy will be of early
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Table C3.1-1
NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORP. STATISTICS*
Combination Co E1ec & Gas
E.^ ,	 Cust Res 1, 180, 316 Com 126,678 Indl 2,835 Others 21256
Total 1,312,085
Gas Cust 413,065
Elec Res Cust Avg Rate 3.820/kWHR, Use 6,D9 kWHR
Tut No/Employees (Full Time, Year End) 9,238
Appro:.. 65% Electric Employee
Approx. 20% Gas Employees •
Approx. 15% General Employees
MAJOR INTERCONNECTIONS at 69, 115, 230, 345 kV
1977 Tot Sys Input 33,408,649,000 kWHR
1977 Energy Pur 11,463,723,914 kWHR
1977 Sales for Resale 2,107,307,000 kWHR
1977 Sales to Ultimate Consumers 28,417,022,000 kWHR
1977 System Generation 21,944,925,300 kWHR
1977 Total Sales/Electric 30,524,329,000 kWHR
No/Bulk Power Substa 214, Tot kVA 15,345,609
No/Distr Substa 731, Tot kVA 6,233,055
Transm Volt 12, 13.2, 23, 34.5, 38, 46, 69, 115, 230, 345 kV
Cir Miles 9,061
Distr-Prim Volt 2.4 1 4.16, 4.8, 13.2 kV Wire Miles 105,908
Underground Cable Miles Transm 910, Prim Distr & Secondary 5,651
System Thermal Capacity 4,220,566 kW
System Hydro Capacity 665,740 kW
Tot Gen Cap as of Jan 1, 1978 4,886,306 kW
Sys Peak (Summer) 4,878,000 kW, (Winter)5,284,000 kW
*Source: 1978-79 Electrical World's Directory of Utilities
C3.2 San Diego Gas and Electric Company — San Diego, California
Attendees (September 20, 1979)
SDGE
James Hunter, Marketing
Robert Eckley, Generation Engineering
Raymond Vick, Marketing
David Hopkins, Distribution Engineering Manager
Applied Energy, Inc.
Paul Hodiak, Manager
Charles Harmstead, Engineer
GE
George Ba.rcus, Electric Utility Sales, San Diego
A.C.M. Chen, CRD
Harold Chestnut, CRD
C3-2
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Table C3.1-2
NBW NIAGARA MOHAWK HYDRO PLANT FACILITIES
PLANNED* FOR 1980-1990
Location	 Rat'	 (MW)_jM !
Sugar Island 2.4
0swegatchie 1.4
Felts mill 11
Glen Park 20
Gramby 10
Trenton 9
Dolgoville 2.6
Spier 25
Fort Edward 10
Hudson Falls	 (2) 60
South Glens Falls 10
Feeder Den 2
Sherman 8
Hadley 25
Union 2.4
Total 1980
*NMPC plans to install approximately 15
now (1- to 60-MW) hydrogeneration facil-
ities by 1990. Their present 80 small
hydro plants total 660 MW.
Source.: Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
San Diego Gas and Electric has been interested in cogeneration
since 1968 acrd supplying both steam and electricity to a few cus-
tomers, primarily the U.S. Navy, since 1972. SDG&E has a wholly-
owned subsidiary, Applied Energy, Incorporated (AEI), which oper-
ates three SDG&E cogeneration facilities at naval military instal-
lations in the San Diego area. A civilian cogeneration facility
was placed in service in 1979 at the Chula Vista plant of Rohr
Industries. Rohr uses the steam for its industrial processes,
	
id
SDG&E can use any surplus electricity.
Table C3.2-1 contains pertinent statistics for the San Diego
Gas and Electric's customers, load, and other characteristics.
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Table C3.2-1
SAN DIEGO GAS AND ELECTRIC CO. STATISTICS*
Combination Co. Elec & Gas
Elec Cust: Res 613,886 Com 51,050 Power 7,171 Cther 829
Total 682,946
Gas Cust 461,956
Elec Res Cust Avg Rate 4.45/kWHR, Use 5,756 kWHR
Elec Dept Employees (Full Time, Year End) 2,946
Tot No/Employees (Full Time, Year End) 4,040
MAJOR INTERCONNECTIONS at 230 kV
1977 Net Sys Input 9,390,967,632 kWHR
1977 Power Purchased 795,221,700 kWHR
1977 Power Port, Gas Turbine 74,810 kWHR
1977 Sales./Elec 8,676,313,018 kWHR
No/Bulk Power Substa 5, Gen Step-up Substa 1,789,400 kVA
Transm ll/Transm 3,228,:"00 kVA
Transm 61 Distr Substa 2,931,900 kVA
Transm Volt 230 kV, Pole Miles 89.65
Transm Volt 138 kV, Pole Miles 248.6
Transm Volt 69 kV, Pole Miles 704.26
Distr-Prim Volt 2.4 - 4.16 - 12.0 kV, Pole Miles 7,006.16
Tot Gen Cap ar of Jan 1, 1978 2,105,000 kW
Sys Peak (Surmier) 1, 746, 000 k-W, (Winter 1,667,000 kW
*Source: 1978-79 Electrical World's Directory of Utilities
Since SDG&E has good prospects for adding system load in the
years to come, but limited prospects for additional central gener-
ation, SDG&E has a definite interest in exploring new ways of ob-
taining additional energy. Although solar thermal electric might
appear an attractive candidate as an additional energy source, it
was not apparent that SDG&E people felt this sort of solar energy
could be made economically attractive for the present. Solar en-
ergy for providing hot water at customer locations has received
considerable attention by SDG&E as a customer service.
San Diego Gas and Electric Co. has under development a company
policy related to cogeneration which will establish rates and sched-
ules for customers wanting to sell energy, primarily electrical,
to the utility from customer-owned generation sources. The general
tenor of this policy is to "encourage" customer generation from
dispersed sources and to pay for this power at a mutually agreed
upon rate related to the utility's generation cost and in accor-
dance with applicable government regulations. To insure proper
interconnection and protection of SDG&E distribution equipment
C3-4
iwhen a customer-owned power source is connected to a SDG&E feeder,
SDG&E will perform the equipment interconnection in accord with
a yet-to-be-agreed-upon company policy as set gox ,th in a prelimi-
nary fashion in Appendix CIV.
C3.3 Blue Ridge Electric Membership Corporation -- Lenoir, North Carolina
Attendees (September 24-25, 1979)
BREMCO
G.R. Ayers, Director of Engineering
GE
J. Brown, Valley Forge
D.J. Ward, Power Distribution Systems Engineering (PDSEO)
H. Chestnut, CRD
Blue Ridge Electric Membership Corporation is an electric
utility which presently purchases most of its electric power from
the Duke Power Company at an average rate per kilowatt hour related
to Duke Power's annual average generation cost. Table C3.3-1 pre-
sents a summary of a number of pertinent'statistics regarding
BREMCO's customers, loads, and equipment size.
Table C3.3-1
BLUE RIDGE ELECTRIC MEMBERSHIP CORP. STATISTICS*
Elec Cusc: Res 30,278 Com 1,766 Indl 195 Others 2,335 Total 34,574
Elec Res Cust Avg Rate 3.63G/kWHR, Use 8,751 kWHR
1977 Power Purchased 589,191,998 kWHR
1977 Sales/Elec 536,976,940 kWHR
Transm Volt 44 kV & 100 kV, Cir Miles 255
Distr-Prim Volt 7.6/13.2 kV, Pole Miles 4,565
Sys Peak (Summer) 85,9 1 2 kW (Winter)134,592 kW
Tot Sys Incoming Substa Cap (nameplate-maximum)150,000 kVA
Power Purchased From: Duke Power Co. & SEPA
*Source: 1978-79 Electrical World's Directory of Utilities
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has chosen Howard's Knob
overlooking Boone, N.C. as the site for the world's largest wind
generator. The 2000-kW wind turbine generator (WTG) is used in
a research project to determine if wind can be used effectively to
generate electricity. Blue Ridge Electric Membership Corporation
will operate the wind generator, which the General Electric Com-
pany is '.nstalling, and the electricity generated will be fed into
the Blue Ridge Electric distribution s ystem. The National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA) manages the project. Blue
Ridge Electric was selected for its role in 1977.
C3-5
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The wind generator has local computer control. A remote ter-
minal at the Lenoir dispatch offi-., e (some 26 miles away) permits
BREMCO to monitor the status of the unit and supervise the auto-
matic control. For example, the wind conditions and machine out-
put can be obtained from this telephone-linked terminal. In addi-
tion, the operator can enable or disable the unit from operating
under automatic control. Similar capability exists at the con-Frol
house in Boone, N.C. where the WTG is situated.
C3.4 Public Service Electric and Gas Company -- Newark, Now Jersey
Attendees (September 28, 1979)
PSE&G
Murty Bhavaraju, System Planning
Brian Daly, System Planning
Andrew Johnson, System Planning
Wei Shing Ku, System Planning
Stephen Mallard, V.P. System Planning
T.M. Piascik, Systems Planning
Bill Wood, Systems Planning
GE
Jennings Bunch, CRD
Harold Chestnut, CRD
Max C. Schramm, Florham Park
Public Service Electric and Gas has for at least five years
actively studied the possible use of dispersed storage and genera-
tion both in general and in particular for its own use. Table C3.4-1
presents the pertinent statistics for PSE&G concerning number of
customers, electrical loads, total veneration capacity, and other
summary data.
Public Service Electric and Gas believes that storage batteries
and fuel cells have the greatest potential for application on its
system. However, there also has been an effort to identify the
amor:nt of wind, water, and solar energy available: for use in the
geographical areas of interest to PSE&G. Public Service Electric
and Gas is offering assistance to its customers in solar water
heating equipment and installation.
A major effort by PSE&G has been underway on a Battery Energy
Storage Test (BEST) facility for studying the characteristics and
operational experience of using electric batteries at the distribu-
tion substation level in an electric utility system. To date the
emphasis has been on the design and construction of the BEST facil-
ity. A rather complete plan for instrumentation and testing has
been prepared and is :.n the process of implementation to facilitate
the test program.
Another area of PSE&G activity has been the economic assess-
ment of the utilization of DSGs in electric utilities. Particular
attention has been given to examining the PSE&G system with respect
to installation of batteries which could defer or cancel. costly
transmission projects.
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Table C3.4-1
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS CO. STATISTICS*
Comb Co. Elec & Gas
Elec Cust: Res 1,464,331 Com 184,811 Indl 7,948 Others 4,513
Total 1,661,603
Gas Cust 1,307,320
Elec Res Cust Avg Rate 6.34/kWHR, Use 5,403 kWHR
Elec Dept Employees (Full Time, Year End) 9,018
Tot No/Employees (Full Time, Year End) 13,339
MAJOR INTERCONNECTIONS 	 .38, 230, 345 & 500 kV
1977 Net Sys Input 25,.1^-*—M,000 kW11R
1977 Power Purchased & interchanged 5,269,587,000 kWHR
1977 Salev/Elec 28,442,879,167 kWHR
No/Bulk Power Substa 37, Tot kVA 25,157,200
No/Di6tr Substa 252m Tot kVA 6,248,250
Transm Volt 69, 138, 230 & 500 kV, Cir Miles 1,031
Transm Volt 26.4 - 33 kV, Cir Miles 1,448
U.G. Conductor Miles: Transm 2,424, DiStr 1.5,678
Tot Gen Cap as of Jan 1, 1978 10,235,318 kW (NP)
Sys Peak (Summer) 6,895,000 kW, (Winter) 4,839,000 kW
*Source: 1978-1979 Electrical World's Directory of Utilities
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Section C4
UTILITY VIEWPOINTS ON KEY ISSUES
C4.1 Utility Criteria for Judging Suitability of DSG
The primary criterion the utilities use for judging the suit-
ability of a DSG technology application is economic. Although for
research and development purposes attention may be given to a DSG
technology that may not presently be economically viable, there is
the tacit understanding that in the long run there is promise of
an economic benefit to the utility from the use of the DSG tech-
nology being considered.
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation considered a benefit cost
analysis to be the basis for justification. Total ccst includes
land, construction, installation, capital equipment, financing,
taxes, energy needs, operation and maintenance, etc. Annual costs
are built upon an annual fixed charge rate of about 20% of total
initial costs including installation. In addition the operating
and maintenance costs are determined on an annual basis.
The NMPC benefits of dispersed hydro generation include im-
proved heat rates of central thermal generation units not under-
going changing loads, improved hydro turbine efficiency by control
of blade angle over existing nor.-controllable blade angle hydro
units, and improved area regulation through reduced cost of pur-
chased power and improved selling of available power. Before con-
sidering any DSG for investment planning purposes, it is necessary
that the technology be "proven" and commercially available.
At San Diego Gas and Electric economics appears to be the
paramount utility criterion for judging the suitability of DSGs.
There is no specific "energy-saved" evaluation made although the
efficiency of operation is included in the calculation process.
SDG&E has established a wholly-owned subsidiary, Applied Energy,
Incorporated, which operates cogeneration facilities and is presum-
ably able to sell electricity and process steam to customers on
a somewhat different economic basis than if SDG&E were to deal di-
rectly with the customer.
Another factor which appears to be of considerable importance
to SDG&E in connection with DSG is the matter of safety. This
issue has been identified with the problem of "backfeed," whereby
a feeder that has been removed from the substation bus and presum-
ably has been deenergized, may in fact still be energized from the
DSG source located elsewhere on the same feeder. Provisions are
made in the agreement with the customer, in the case of any customer-
supplied generation, for the utility to be able to disconnect the
customer from the utility line if it becomes necessary to deener-
gize the utility line for maintenance or service.
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Economic factors are the prime consideration by the Blue Ridg,d
Electric Membership Corporation in justifying DSG. BREMCO visual-
izes energy savings as important only as they relate to economics.
Note that the BREMCO 2-MW wind turbine generator was originally
funded through ERDA and is now part of the Department of Energy's
program funding. DOE and BREMCO are still evaluating the feasibil-
ity, availability, and reliability of the wind turbine generator
unit.
At Public Service Electric and Gas the system planners believe,
based on economic considerations, that storage batteries and fuel
cells have the greatest potential for application to their utility
system. Investment savings represent an attractive economic benefit.
Although fuel cells may represent an efficient use of energy,
storage batteries do not represent a source of "free" energy. The
^.bsence of any highly attractive energy sources from wind, water,
or sunshine in the New Jersy locale of PSE&G, means that DSGs de-
pendent on such energy sources are not likely to be economically
desirable to PSE&G.
As noted, the utilities visited have not found energy savings
per se to represent a significant criterion for judging a DSG.
Perhaps in the future there will be federal regulations or tax ben-
efits which will allow a credit for renewable energy used to gener-
ate electrical power. For the present such benefits do not gener-
ally exist. More conventional economic analyses are used to eval-
uate whether or not DSG energy sources can be justified.
Other factors such as availability, reliability, and other
operational considerations enter into the economic evaluation of
a DSG power source. Since the natural uncertainties of such energy
sources as wind, sun, and water are sufficiently high, the unavail-
ability or the unreliability of the generation equipment and its
control are likely to be considerably less than the uncertainty
of the natural phenomena involved. This natural uncertainty must
be taken into account in rating a DSG in terms of its capacity
factor, i.e., the per unit portion of the nameplate rating of the
DSG that can be considered credited as "firm" generating capacity
for the system.
C4.2 Influence of USG on Present Utility Practices and Hardware
The advent of more extensive use of DSG will bring about an
increased emphasis on communication needs from a distribution dis-
patch center (DDC) to the DSG sites. Presently, there tends to be
relatively little realtime, continuous communication from a distri-
bution center to remote distribution substations. However, commu-
nication of this sort will be required in the future.
At present, the utilities tend to use telephone lines for
such communication purposes when the local telephone service is
adequate. However, several of the utilities visited have undertaken
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studies to determine, in terms of performance and cost, the most
effective communication means. Much remains to be done before a
well-established set of communication equipments and procedures
is in place.
NMPC currently has a communication study under way to establish
its future communication plans. As new hydro units are installed,
means for remote automatic control interfaces are planned for in-
clusion, even though such equipment may not be used initially when
the hydro unit is first placed in service.
In the case of SDG&E, each of the cogeneration DSGs has been
handled through Applied Energy, Incorporated, a wholly-owned sub-
sidiary. Any changes needed are handled by transferring them to
AM for initiation and implementation. So far, according to SDG&E
Distribution Engineering personnel, cogeneration appears to have
minimal impact on implementation.
Presently, SDG&E remotely controls the AEI-operated machines,
via telephone to a local on-site operator. In the future SDG&E
envisages microwave links in addition to the telephone connection.
AEI presently has all four sites staffed 24 hours a day. For units
greater than seven or eight megawatts, staff will probably be pres-
at all times. Smaller rated sites, those as low as 0.8 MW, might
be unmanned. The gas turbines presently used are started locally
not remotely. For the immediate future SDG&E visualizes that the
remote dispatcher will be able to monitor only whether or not the
cogeneration unit is operating. The dispatcher could not start
the unit remotely.
BREMCO plans to have a remote terminal available at its cen-
tral dispatching facility at Lenoir, N.C. A telephone will .juple
the terminal to the wind turbine generator at Howard's Knob, Boone,
N.C. In addition, a minor change in protection practice will be
the blocking of automatic reclosing at the substation for the
feeder tied to the wind turbine generator.
PSE&G is concerned with possible backfeed on radial feeders
with DSG sources located out on the feeders away from the distribu-
tion substation where the feeders have traditionally been energized.
The availability of additional DSG storage and generation
capacity will provide additional resources to central power dis-
patchers who will allocate power as they perform their daily and
periodic load scheduling. Although the particular availability
characteristics associated with each specific DSG source must be
included in the logic procedure, the basic approach appears to be
a logical extension of scheduling methods currently in use. As
long as the added power supplied by DSG amounts to 10% or less of
the peak power, there should be no major changes in scheduling
methods. However, in the event that the DSG generation becomes
a much larger percent of the peak load, it may be necessary to
revise the scheduling procedure to include the effect of uncer-
tainties in the dispersed storage and generation power sources.
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C4.3 Distribution Automation and Control
The subject of distribution automation and control is one of
considerable interest to the three largest of the four utilities
visited. Each has one or more research and development programs
underway to study Mist might be done for their utility through the
use of DAC. However, it is by no means evident at this time which
courses of action each utility will ultimately take on the subject
of DAC.
Niagara Mohawk and Public Service Electric and Gas have par-
ticipated in the General Electric PROBE project for se •teral years
now, and each of these utilities has done its own internal work,
as well as contracted with other manufacturers in the DAC field.
To date SDC&E has not found its studies on DAC very encourag-
ing. However, those function directed toward improving reliability
have been considered most favorably. The effort here is to convert
radial feeder arrangements into loop structures.
Lately, the real change in distribution at SDG&E has been the
trend to underground distribution associated with aesthetic reasons
and fostered by new residential construction. California utilities
have been encouraged by law to allocate a certain small percentage
of revenue to defray the cost of underground distribution. In the
long run this kind of distribution may require more DAC than was
previously the case. For the present at SDG&E, there appears to
have been little coupling of DSG into the DAC thinking of planning
or operations people.
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Section C5
IMPORTANT ITEMS IDENTI DIED
During the course of the utility visits a number of items were
discussed that have a high degree of importance and detail perti-
nent to future work in the monitoring and control of DSGa. These
items are described briefly below and presented in more detail as
part of the appendices to this report.
C5.1 System Daily Power Log
Dispersed storage and generation represents an element of
power contribution to the overall system power of a utility. Cur-
rently each utility prepares in advance a system power log on an
hour-by-hour basis for each of its generation sources. When DSG
sources are installed in a system, it is necessary to schedule
them as part of the power-time requirements used as a basis for
monitoring and control.
Appendix CI shows a NMPC System Generat.Lon, Tieline, and Load
Summary for the 29-hr period of 6/15/79. A number of hydro plants,
similar to those being considered under DSG hydro technology, are
indicated. Presumably, with DSG present, items would have to be
included for the contribution of the various DSG sources, Methods
for integrating the generation from other sources with that of the
DSG sources are required as a result of the incorporation of DSG
with the existing power generation means.
C5.2 AUTOMATIC LOAD CONTROL (ALC)
In addition to the scheduling of DSG power, as described in
Section C5.1, there exists a control problem of establishing the
desired amount of load which should be assigned to each of the
several DSGs at any particular time. NMPC has a Raquette River
Development that consists of five hydroelectric plants tied to-
gether through their location on the same river.
The material in Appendix CII describes the reasoning used to
decide in what order the various hydro generators should be started
up, loaded, and shut down. Descriptive logic, such as presented
here, will be the initial basis for the development of the control
logic done either by the automatic generation control (AGC) of the
load or by remote scheduling to each of the generation sources on
SCADA-type communication links. For automatic generation control
of several DSG technologies and multiple units it will be necessary
to develop a control philosophy from load control information such
as that described in Appendix CII.
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C5.3 SDGE -- General Service Contract Including Customer Generation
Cogeneration is one DSG technology which holds considerable
promise for early and financially attractive utilization. Appen-
dix CIII presents a preliminary version of a necessary agreement,
the General Service Contract, between utility and customer so that
each will benefit- economically from cogeneration and so that each
will have available the terms and conditions for doing business.
Since the time of these visits, the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) has issued 18CPR Part 292 - Regulations Under
Section 201 and 210 of the Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act
of 1978 (PURPA) with Regard to Small Power Production and Cogen-
eration (45FR 12233, February 25, 1980). The rules require elec-
tric utilities to purchase electric power from and sell electric
power to qualifying cogeneration and small power producticn facil-
ities, and to provide for the exemption of qualifying facilities
from certain federal and state regulation. Implementation of these
rules is reserved to State regulatory authorities and nonregulated
electric utilities.
C5.4 DSG Design and Operating Guides for Safe Integration
of Customer's Generation into the Utility's Distribution System
In order to integrate a customer's generation facility into
the utility's distribution system, it is desirable to establish
in advance the design and operating guides. San Diego Gas and
Electric Company has developed a preliminary version of such guides
(Appendix CIV) .
C5.5 One-Line Diagram of Wind Turbine Generator at BREMCO
In the case of the wind turbine generator at Boone, N.C.,
which BREMCO will operate, the DSG will be under the control of
the utility rather than a customer. Appendix 'V shows a one-line
diagram of the way the wind turbine generator connects tc the
BREMCO feeder.
During abnormal conditions the wind unit can be shut down
remotely via computer control or locally via an operator. The
only change in protection practice is the blocking of automatic
reclosing at the substation for this feeder. The BREMCO operator
at Lenoir must also concur before reclosing at the substation can
take place.
C5.6 Average Windspeed Data at Boone, NC
Appendix CVI shows the monthly variation in the average wind
speed at Boone, North Carolina. The data serve to illustrate that
the wind is available predominantly in the winter, while the summer
months may barely have enough wind to generate electricity since
11 mph is the cut--in speed.
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C5.7 Representative Data to Be Transmitted from Remote DSG
to DDC Monitoring Site
It is recognized that differing DSG technologies and differ-
ing DSG means within a particular t echnology will probably require
monitoring and controlling different data. Nevertheless, it is
worthwhile to consider what might be representative of the data
that might be transmitted from a remote DSG to the corresponding
DDC monitoring site. Appendix CVII shows such a list of represen-
tative data for the BREMCO wind turbine generator at Boone, North
Carolina.
From consideration of these data, it would appear that ap-
proximately 100 data items can be used to describe the significant
cha.acteristics or operating conditions for a representative wind
generator. The figure of 100 data items will doubtlessly be more
than required for some small DSGs, while more information may be
required for larger DSGs under certain circumstances. From the
data shown, it can be seen that about an equal amount of data
appears to be of an on-off character as of a quantitative nature.
More DSG applications should be considered before drawing any
meaningful kind of inferences.
C5.8 Economic Assessment of Specific DSGs
The importance of economic evaluations as a basis for deciding
whether or not to justify the use of one or another DSG was empha-
sized by the representatives of the utilities during these visits.
Appendix CVIII is an executive summary of an example of an economic
assessment.
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Section C 6
CONCLUSIONS,AND OBSERVATIONS
As a result of visits to four utilities, the following con-
clusions and observations were formed:
• The subject of dispersed storage and generation of elec-
trical energy is of considerable interest to electric
utilities. Some utilities are actively engaged in re-
search, development, and planning activities on DSG, and
they are willing to cooperate with others on DSG projects.
However, the use of DSG in utilities is not very advanced
and continued study of USG is required.
• The criterion used by the utilities for deciding whether
or not to install DSG is primarily economic, with safety
considerations also of concern. Although the utilities
recognize the saving of imported petroleum as a matter
of importance, the economic evaluation procedures do
not appear to contain specific incentives for decreasing
the amount of imported petroleum per se. Ways of pro-
viding inducements to reduce petroleum imports should
be developed through U.S. Government incentives so that
reducing petrol=qua imports becomes more attractive to
the utilities.
• Utilities see a need for improved remote monitoring and
control of DSGs and favor going to more automatic, remote
control means. Although manual control of remote gener-
ating stations in larger sizes ( a 10 MW) is currently
employed, the future goal is unmanned operation. Work
on more complete communication to remote DSG sites is
of interest to at least two of the four utilities in-
volved in these visits. The possibility of a demonstra-
tion project for DSG remote monitoring and control should
be explored.
• Although in the long run the influence of DSG on electric
utility generation scheduling and control will probably
be fairly significant, for the present the effect of
DSGs on power scheduling appears small and slowly chang-
ing. DSG scheduling does not appear to be a major prob-
lem; and the presence of DSGs appears to be an asset.
However, consideration of developing improved means for
the scheduling of DSGs should start soon.
• DSG and distribution automation and control are presently
considered as somewhat separate activities, with DSG
being considered as part of generation (energy system
management). DAC, considered part of distribution, has
not developed a strong enough economic justification at
the present time. Therefore, DSG cannot count on DAC
to provide the basic communication network needed for
DSG.
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e Greatly increased expansion of installed SSG will be
aided by the availability of lower cost fuel cells and
storage batteries. It appears that 5 to 10 years will
elapse before the appropriate storage and generation
sources will be available at sufficiently attractive
prices for introduction of extensive DSG capacity, i.e.,
,, MS of the installed oyr,' ,.em generation.
Utilities are preparing cogeneration policies for pur-
chasing customer surplus power and for providirg suitable
design and operating guides for DSG usage in distribution
networks. More work on policy development is needed to
encourage utility and customer awareness and familiarity
with DSG cogeneration possibilities.
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Appendix CI
NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION
SYSTEM POWER LOG FOR FRIDAY 6/15179
To provide an indication of the dimen ions of the problem in
scheduling various diopersed storage or generation power eguipmcnts,
reference should be made to the NMPC System Generation, Tieline and
Load Summary (Tables CI-1 to CI-9) received from R.A. Furnandas of
14MPC for the 24-hr period of 6/15/79. Fach page of the log is for
a 12-hr period. The log is for a total of approximately i5 l) dif-
ferent units. The last few pack as are a stunmary of the power ex-
change and are more or less a record of what took glace during the
time period.
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Table CI-3
NMPC SYSTEM GENERATION, TIELINE AND LOAD SUMMARY
FOR 6/15/79 24-HR PERIOD
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NMPC SYSTEM GENERATION, TIELINE AND LOAD SUMMARY
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NMPC SYSTEM GENERATION, TIELINE AND LOAD SUMMARY
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Appendix C11
AUTOMATIC LOAD CONTROL OF THE RAQUETTE RIVER DEVELOPMENT
BY NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION
This memo describes the logic used to schedule power genera-
tion by dispersed storage and generation sources such as the five
hydro plants on the Raquette River in upper New York State. This
sort of information is useful in scheduling not only multiple hydro
plants, but also the other dispersed storage and generation tech-
nologies. This memo provides ideas on the nature of some of the
logic behind the scheduling algorithm that will be necessary as
part of the control and monitoring functi , of dispersed storage
and generation.
The Raquette River Development consists of five hydro plants,
three of which contain 25 000-kVA generators and two which have
generator capacities of 16 000-kVA and 21 500-kVA. The turbines
are designed to pass the same quantity of water at best gate,
namely, 2800 cfs. Upstream of the five hydro plants, the Carry
Falls reservoir with a usable capacity of 57 600 cfs days functions
as a regulating reservoir for the entire Raquette River. Because
the capacity of the present downriver plants is only 1500 :fs, the
Higley reservoir, located between the upper and lower river plants,
with a normal use capacity of about 2200 cfs days, is used to re-
regulate the river flow to accommodate this lower capacity.
When it was decided to place the loading of the five upper
river plants under control of the automatic tieline load and fre-
quency control equipment at Syracuse, two methods of loading were
considered. The first was to load all five stations simultaneously,
with the individual station loads at all times being at the same
proportion of their full capacity, that is, each station would be
loaded to 20%, 50%, or whatever percentage of the full capacity
happened to be required by system conditions. The main disadvan-
tage of this type of operation is that all stations would be loaded
at inefficient turbine gate openings for a considerable period of
time, which would result in a reduction in the total power gener-
ation. The second method was to load the stations in a fixed se-
quence up to the most efficient turbine gate opening. Under this
method, only one unit of the five operates off the peak efficiency
point at any one time, resulting in a higher overall efficiency.
This method could result in a drain of one or more of the ponds
but this is avoided by incorporating a pond limit switch in the
control. The limit switch is set for a small range of pond level.
and automatically switches a station out of its normal sequence
position to the last position when the low limit is reached. Fur-
ther lowering is then delayed until the remaining four stations
are loaded.
Accordingly, the equipment in the load control panel at Colton,
for loading and unloading the Raquette River plants in response to
automatic load control impulses originating in the Power Supervisors
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Office at Syracuse, is designed to load the plants in sequence and
at the same time maintain all pond levels within a limited range.
Normally, the sequence of loading is progressively upstream; that
is, South Colton is loaded first, Five Falls second, etc. Unload-
ing is in the reverse order. Whenever a pond level reaches a pre-
set lower limit, that station is removed from its normal sequence
position and placed last in the sequence. If two or more ponds
are at the low level, the upstream plant is ahead of the downstream
plant in the sequence. If all five plants are at low level, the
loading sequence is progressively downstream instead of upstream
as is normal.
The communication system to accomplish this control consists
of an individual telephone circuit between Colton and each of the
plants. Each of these telephone circuits handles three channels:
a direct current channel for supervisory control and two audio
tone channels for the raise and lower impulses for actuation of
the waterwheel governor synchronizing motor.
Each of the five plants is fully automatic and under super-
visory control from the Potsdam Area District Office at Colton.
The supervisory sets for each station are equipped with five po-
sitions for use in the automatic load control system. Four of
these positions are indication positions which completely reset
the supervisory sets after an operation and do not sound an alarm.
Three of them indicate turbine gate position, namely, zero, effi-
cient and full gate. The fourth changes the turbine gate position
when the pond level reaches either the high or low limit. This
position maintains its last indication, either high or low, until
the pond reaches the opposite limit, low or high. The fifth su-
pervisory position is a control and indication position for placing
the load control at the individual stations into and out of service
and is equipped with a bell alarm in the case of a trip at the
station.
The communication equipment to receive the load control im-
pulses originating in Syracuse and to retransmit them to the five
stations is housed in the load control panel. Two Westinghouse
Type FD audio tone receivers, one responsive to 1445 cycles for
raise impulses and the other to 765 cycles for lower impulses, key
respectively two Westinghouse Type FD audio tone transmitters for
retransmission of the impulses from Colton to the plants. The
raise transmitter operates at a frequency of 1105 cycles and the
lower transmitter, a frequency of 935 cycles. Each of the five
stations has audio tone receivers responsive to these frequencies.
Raise and lower sequence relays at Colton switch the outputs of
these transmitters to only one of the five separate communication
channels between Colton and the stations, but both types of im-
pulses are not switched to the same station. That is, raise im-
pulses might be routed to Rainbow Falls and lower impulses to
South Colton.
A raise and a lower relay is provided for each of the five
stations in the equipment at Colton. These relays are picked up
and dropped out in sequence in response to operation of gate limit
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and pond level switches at the stations, these operations being
reported by supervisory means. Only one relay can be picked up
at a time.
The normal loading sequence is South Colton, Five Falls,
Rainbow Falls, Blake Falls, and Stark. Provision is made in the
equipment for the possible construction of a station at Carry Falls,
upstream of Stark. A terminal board in the load control panel at
Colton permits reconnection of the raise and lower sequence net-
works, in but a few minutes, to give any desired sequence.
A typical loading sequence under control of Syracuse might
develop as follows, starting with ponds at the '^igh level and all
stations at zero gate:
Raise impulses would be routed to South Colton. Lower
impulses would be blocked at Colton until South Colton
pulls away from zero gate. At this point, lower impulses
would also be routed to South Colton.
• A preponderance of raise impulses carries South Colton
to the efficient gate point and trips the efficient gate
limit switch. The raise sequence relay for South Colton
drops out and that for Five Falls picks up.
s The lower sequence relay for South Colton remains picked
up until Five Falls pulls away from zero gate which causes
the South Colton relay to drop out and the Five Falls
lower sequence relay to pick up.
* A preponderance of raise impulses carries Five Falls to
the efficient gate point and then raise impulses are
routed to Rainbow Falls. Loading of Rainbow results in
the transfer of lower impulses to Rainbow Falls also.
• At this point South Colton and Five Falls are loaded to
efficient gate and Rainbow Falls is partly loaded. The
Five Falls pond reaches the lower limit. This takes
Five Fallc out of its normal number two position and
places it last, following Stark.
• The raise sequence network will still direct raise im-
pulses to Rainbow Falls but the lower sequence network
transfers the lower impulses from Rainbow Falls to Five
Falls as Five Falls is last in the sequence and has load.
The unloading sequence is the reverse of the loading
sequence.
Five Falls will receive all lower impulses to carry it
to zero load and will not receive any raise impulses
until all the othe- four stations are fully loaded. As
raise and lower impulses are received more or less con-
tinuously from Syracuse, the plant loadings quickly ad-
just to the condition where Rainbow Falls, immediately
above Five Falls, is loaded to the same or to a greater
extent than Five Falls. Thus the reduction in the Five
Falls pond level is checked and refill to the high limit
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is started. When the high limit is reached, Five Falls
is switched to its normal sequence position.
The following points summarize the conditions influencing the
loading of the plants:
• The normal sequence is fixed but can be changed to any
combination of the plants by changing connections on a
terminal board.
• Raise or lower impulses can be transmitted to only one
station at a time. However, both types of impulses can,
but need not, be transmitted to the sazrte station.
• A pond reaching a preset low level would switch the sta-
tion from its normal position to the last position in
the sequence.
• If two stations are at low level, they will be switched
to the fourth and fifth positions, the first station of
the two in the normal sequence being placed in the fifth
position. Thus, with all stations at low pond level, the
loading sequence would be reserved.
• When a station reaches efficient gate, raise impulses
are switched to the next station in the r.ijse sequence.
When a station reaches zero gate, lower impulses are
switched to the next station in the lower sequence.
The load control panel, located in the Area District Operators
Office at Colton, has the following equipment:
1. A green and white indicating lamp which flashes on receipt
of a control impulse from Syracuse; green for lowering
impulses and white fcr raising impulses.
2. A two-position manual stat:ior, selector control switch for
each station. In the "ON" position this switches the sta-
tion into the loading sequence and in the "OFF" position
bypasses the station in the loading sequence. Above each
switch, a red and a green lamp in parallel with the indi-
cating lamps of the "Load Control" position on the super-
visory set indicate whether the load control at the sta-
tion is "ON" or "OFF."
3. A "TRIP" and "RESET" manual control switch with spring
s	 returns to neutral for placing the load control equipment
at Colton into service. The equipment cannot be reset
unless the control switch noted in (2) above and the load
control at the station are in corresponding positions,
that is, "ON" and "ON" or "OFF" and "OFF." The load con-
trol will trip with loss of direct current or alternating
current control voltage and in the event the load control
at any station trips. The load control at the stations
will trip with use of the governor control switch, in
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case the station trips off the line, with loss of ac or
do control voltage or in case an impulse of overly long
duration is received. This trip is indicated by operation
of the supervisory with a bell alarm.
4. A two-position manual control switch for transferring the
loading range of the five stations from the efficient gate
limit up to the full gate limit. In the "OFF" position,
the five stations are loaded in sequence only to the point
of best efficiency. As this point is reached, the green
lamp associated with this switch will go out, a single
stroke alarm bell will operate and the red lamp associated
with the switch will flash a warning that the upper limit
has been reached. With the switch in the "ON" position,
the stations will be loaded up to full gate in sequence
after they have all reached efficient gate. The stations
will all have to be unloaded to the efficient gate point
before any unloading below efficient gate will take place.
When the transfer point is reached with the switch in the
"ON" position, the red lamp will burn steadily and there
will be no alarm.
5. A row of green lamps, one for each station under the manual
station selector switch. These lamps light in sequence
at half brilliance as lower impulses are switched to the
station. When an impulse goes to the station, this lamp
goes from half to full brilliance for the duration of the
impulse.
6. A row of white lamps below the green lamps noted in (5)
for indication of raise .impulses to the station.
7. A row of green lamps immediately below the white lamps (6)
which are lighted when the turbine is at zero gate and
are off for all other gate positions.
8. A row of amber lamps below the green lamps noted in (7)
which are lighted when the turbine reaches efficient gate
and remains lighted between efficient and full gate.
9. A row of blue lamps immediately below the amber lamps
noted in (8) which are lighted when the turbine is in
the full gate position and are off for all other gate
positions.
10. A row of red lamps below the blue lamps noted in (9) which
light when the station pond reaches the low limit of the
pond range and remain lighted until the pond reaches the
high limit of the pond range. When lit, these lamps indi-
cate that the station is not in its normal sequence
position.
11. At the top of the panel a Leeds & Northrup'recorder shows
the net output of the upper Raquette River Plants as mea-
sured at Colton on the incoming 115-kV transmission cir-
cuit. This recorder also keys a Westinghouse audio tone
transmitter for transmission of the output reading to the
Syracuse Power Supervisors Office.
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12. A Westinghouse audio tone transmitter is also inr;luded
in the equipment to transmit a reading of the interchange
with the Ontario System at the St. Lawrence Substation
to Syracuse. This reading is transmitted between St.
Lawrence and Colton over a telegraph circuit lcased from
the telephone company. Thu: the communication circuit
between Syracus(;a and Colton will carry four channels:
two load control impulse channels between Syracuse and
Colton, and two telemeter channels between Colton and
Syracuse.
At the Power Supervisors Office in Syracuse load control im-
pulses are generated by a load controller in response to instan-
taneous values of system frequency biased by the deviation of the
net tieline load from the scheduled net tieline load. The bias
operates to shift the base frequency as the tieline deviation shifts
above: or below the schedule. Raise impulses are generated when the
system frequency is below this base frequency and lower impulses
when above it. When the net tieline load is above schedule for
outgoing power or below schedule for incoming power, the base fre-
quency is shifted below 60 cycles. When the net tieline load is
below schedule for outgoing power or above schedule for incoming
power, the base frequency is shifted above 60 cycles. The amount
of bias or shift in the base frequency is set by a rheostat in the
bridge circuit of the load controller. This rheostat is calibrated
in megawatts per tenth of a cycle. A setting of 15 on this rheo-
stat would cause the load controller to be balanced at the follow-
ing base frequencies for these deviations of the net tieline load
from the schedule:
15 MW over schedule out 	 59.9 cycles
30 MW over schedule in	 60.2 cycles
10 MW under schedule in	 59.93 cycles
Net schedule	 60.0 cycles
Any variation of the system frequency above or below these values
actuates the load controller to generate lower or raise impulses.
The bias setting is determined by the system characteristic
which, for a central area that is part of an interconnected system,
is the surplus or deficiency in generation within the area due
respectively to a drop or rise in frequency caused by a .load or
generation change in an outside area. This characteristic is a
function of the magnitude and type of the load and of the prime
mover governor characteristics and operating practices. This
surplus or deficiency shows up as load in the tielines between
areas. With all control areas in an interconnected system operat-
ing on tieline bias control and with the bias set to match the
system characteristics, each area controller operates to raise or
lower generation in the area only when a load change occurs in
the area. A change in generation is made to exactly match the
load change and no change is made due to a load change in another
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Iarea. However, assistance is given to another area through tran-
sient changes in tieline loads above and below the scheduled loads
by the amount of the bias setting while generation in the area is
being adjusted to match the now load requirements. Thus, in an
interconnected system with a number of control areas under the line
bias control, each area controller will take care of load changes
within its own area but will not operate for load changes occurring
in an outside area. This spreads the regulation over a number of
stations throughout the system and by taking care of a load change
near its source, reduces the swing in tielinc loads to a minimum
during normal operation. This permits utilization of the tielines
at higher average loads and allows closer scheduling of system
operations for greater economics in the overall operation of the
interconnected s-stem.
The base of 60 cycles for not schedule can also be shifted.
This allows operation of the system at average speeds slightly
above or below 60 cycles for extended periods in order to gain or
lose time. An electric clock connected to the system and set to
correct time will continue to provide correct time. If uninter-
rupted and iiot separated from the main system, it should never be
more than 15 seconds fast or slow. The system is operated Lo bring
the time error to zero at 'Least once each day and the error is
seldom allowed to exceed 15 seconds.
Equipment is al-so provided at Syracuse for transmitting load
control impulses to the Oswego Steam Station and to the Lighthouse
Hill and Bennetts Bridge hydro stations on the Salmon River. At
Oswego the units are loaded proportionally while the hydro plants
on the Salmon River are loaded sequential?y with pond level control
on Lighthouse Hill. The individual units in these two stations
are also loaded sequentially, Bennetts Bridge having three units
under control and Lighthouse Hill two.
Tieline loads ttelemetered to Syracuse for incorporation in the
control are the tic with the Western Division at Mortimer, the tie
with the Eastern Division at Inghams, the net of four ties with
the New York State Electric and Gas System in the Contra]. Division,
and the tie with the Ontario System of Canada at Massena.
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IAppendix CIII
GENERAL SERVICE — INCLUDING CUSTOMER GENERATION
FROM SAN DIEGO GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
As electric utility companies prepare for the possibility of
cogeneration in the range up to 10 MW, standard agreements must
be worked out between the parties involved. As an indication of
the form that such a general service agreement may take, San Diego
Gas and Electric has made available Schedule A-5 CG entitled "Gen-
eral Service - Including Customer Generation."
Of particular interest in connection with this general service
agreement are such items as rates, which include on-peak, semi-
peak, and off-peak categories; —facilities charge, which includes
a monthly charge for special facilities for parallel operation;
interconnection facilities, which are required for the operation
of the customer's generator in parallel with the utility's system;
and net ener9,4, where the customer cannot be paid for feeding back
into —Eh—c—'utflity's system more energy than the utility supplies
the customer; i.e., negative net energy to the customer.
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SCHEDULE A- 5 CC (Continued)
itn'1'!:S (Conttnued)
Time Periods:
All time periods listed are 'n Pacific Standard Time. Wing periods
when Pacific: Daylight Saving Time is in operation, one hour must be added
to the listed times to arrive at actual "clock" times.
Holidays:
The holidays specified in this schedule are: New Year's Day,
Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day as designated by
California Law.
Facility Charge:
A monthly charge of 1.62% of the irintalled cost of any special facili-
ties required for parallel operation and now distribution facilities irt-
ntalled to serve facilities normally served by customer generation will
he added to the above `-tliing.
Minimum charge:
The monthly minimum charge shall be $1.67 per kw of maximum demrind.
!'nergy Cost Adjustment:
An Fnvtgv Cost Adjustment, as specified in Section 9. of thu Prclimtn•-
.cry Watemen , will he included in each bill for service, including the
minimum charge. The Energy Cost Adjustment amount shall be the product
Of 1010, LOW ruergy kilowatt - hours fcwr which the bill is rendered multiplied
by SU.UJJIU per kilowatt-hours. (The Fnergy Cost Adjustment amount is
not subject to any adjustment for serving voltage.)
Franchise Fee Differential:
The fran,hi:Ie fee differential as indicated below will be applied
t o tl.e monthly billings calculated under this schedule for all customers
Ain the vori..rate limits as follower:
City of San Diego
	 119%
...h franchise fee differential shall be so indicated and added as a
separato item to bills rendered to such customers.
tiPl'CIAL CnNnTTIUNS
1. Pr_ipiarl_ .yoijapLnd_Gneri;y nisctxrnt
_
. A primary voltage and energy
__
discount will only he allowed where delivery is made and energy is received at
an available standard voltage. Under these circumstances, the charges before
power faetor adjustment and energy cost adjustment will be reduced an follows:
1 per cent in the rangy of 2 kv to 10 kv
per cent In the range of 10.1 kv to 25 kv
7 per cent above 25 kv
(Continued)
.I. o......on h ... i.."	 Ito 4. ^..... I d
Aar-,  Lvitvr No	 —E
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SCHEDULE A-5 CC (Continued)
SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued)
1. Prinlnry Voltage and Energy Discount. (Continued)
The utility retains the right to change its delivery voltage after
reasonable advance notice in writing to any customer receiving a discount here-
under and affected by such change, and such customer then has the option to
change his system so as to receive service at the new delivery voltage or to
accept service without voltage and energy discount after the change in delivery
voltage, through transformers owned by the utility.
2. _Voltage Regulators. Voltage regulators, if required by the customer
shall be furnished, installed, owned and maintained by the customer.
). Billing_Domand. The billing demand will be based on kilowatts of
maximum dcmnodm as mensured each month during the On-Peak Period, provided that
the billing demand shall not be less than 90 percent of the maximum on-peak
demand registered during the proceeding four monthn having the same on-peak
put fod, The maximum demand during the On-Peak Period shall be the average
kilowatt input during the fifteen-minute interval in which the consumption of
Jectric energy is greater than in any other fifteen-minute interval during
the On-Peak Period, as indicated or recorded by instruments installed, owned
and and ntained by the utility.
In the rase of hoists, elevators, furnaces, or other 1
	 ,ls where the
, nergy demand is intermittent or subject to violent fluctuate. , the utility
lay base the maximum demand upon a five-minute interval instdou of a fifteen-
Ilnuto interval.
4. Maximum Demand. The maximum demand in any month shall be the average
Lilo watt input during 'that fifteen-minute interval in which the consumption of
rlecI.ric energy is greater than in any other fifteen-minute interval in the
Ilnth as recorded by instruments installed, owned and maintained by the utility
'or the purpose of determining the minimum charge the maximum demand shall in
io rase be less than the highest of (a) 1,000 kw, (b) 80 per cent of the
Ilghest maximum demand registered during the preceding eleven months, ur (c)
.he diversified resistance welder load computed in accordance with the utility's
fair 2F-2b.
In the case of hoists, elevators, furnaces and other loads where the energy
demand is intermittent or subject to violent fluctuations, the utility may base
the maximum demand upon a five-minute interval instead of a fifteen-minute
interval.
)1
I I. M .......J b, ...1.., 1
Advice Lcour No
De mion No __ -__
(Continued)
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SCHEDULE A-5 CC (Continued)
SPECIAL CONDITIONS (Continued)
5. Polder- fi^ctur Ari usttment. This schedule is based on service to loads
having a maximum reactive kilovolt ampere demand not greater than 75 per cent
of the maximum kilowatt demand. In the event that the reactive demand exceeds
75 per cent of the kilowatt demand, the customer shall, upon receiving written
notice from the utility, install and operate such compensating equipment as
may be necessary to reduce the reactive demand to 75 per cent or less of the
kilowatt demand. Unless such correction of reactive demand is made within
ninety days, there will be added to each monthly bill following the ninety
day period a charge of 15 cents per kilowatt of maximum reactive demand in
excess of 75 per cent of the maximum kilowatt demand (whether on-peak or off-
peak) for the month.
6. Digital_ Pulse Recorder Malfunction. in the event that the digital pulse
recorded (DPR) malfunctions during the billing; period, the energy sales will be
bast-d on the mechanical meter reading. Where the malfunction existed for less
than 25% of the billing period, the energy sales will he prorated to time periods
based on the energy division during the period when the DPR was working, properly.
Where Lite malfunction time exceeds 25% of the billing period, the energy sales
will be prorated to time periods based on the . energy division during; the three
previous calendar months. If the DPR functions properly for more than 25% of
Lhv billing; period, the Demand Charge will be based on the maximum demand doting
the on-Peak Period an measured during the period of correct DPR functioning;.
III thO event that the DPR malfunctions for more than 75% of the billing period,
ti1v m-mand Chargo will he baked on the average of the three previous, Knond
charNvs which 'nave the same out-Peak hours.
7. Reconnection Charge. In the event that a customer terminates service:
under thi q
 schedule and re-initiates service at the same. location within 12
months, there will he a reconnection charge equal to the minimum charges which
wool.] have been bill yd had the customer not torminatad service.
H.	 Interronnectton Facilitits. The customer shall furnish, In+.tall,
opk-tAt y
 and maintain ingood order and repair and without cost to the utility,
sink relays, locks and seals, breakers, automatic synchronizers and oLhur control
and prntective apparatus as shall be designated by the utility as being required
as suitable for the operation of the generator in parallel with the utility's
s y stem.	 In addition, the utility will install, own and maintain a disconnecting
devicv located nvur the electric meter or meters. The utility shall have the
right to disconnect the customer's generating facility at the disconnecting
device when necessary to maintain safe electrical operating conditions. Inter-
connection facilities shall he accessible at All times to utility personnel.
The customer shall notify the utility prior to the initial energizing
and start-up testing; of the customer-owned generator, and the utility shall
have the rQht to have a representative present at such test.
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SCHEDULE A-5 CC (Continued)
w1 1 1'CIAI. CrrNllITI_CiNS (Continued)
9. Rcfunr+aa of y t.indf S rvic-e. The utility reserves the right to refuse
nervice to demands normrlly served by customer generation where supplying such
service could endanger continued service 10 firm customer load.
10. jjor Maintenance and Dverhnul. The utility will allow the customer
toaoenable periods, not to exceed one month, for major maintenance anti overhaul
provided that: 1) such periods; shall net exceed one per calendar year and 2)
the time and duration of outage are scheduled in advance with the concurrence
A the utility . Demands imposed during such periods will not be cunsidered in
90 per cent calculation in Special Condition 3 but may form the basis for billing
demand for the maintenance and overhaul period.
11. N 	 rAy. Net
 energy is energy supplied by the utility during each
time period minus; energy generated by the customer during the same time period
and fed back into the utility's system at such time as customer generation ex-
evod• t w omer requirements. Net
 energ y
 during any time period cannot, however,
h.rvL ,r n.' ! • .rtive value for purposes of determining charges under this sthedule.
I
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Appendix CIV
DSG DESIGN AND OPERATING GUIDES FOR SAFE INTEGRATION
OF CUSTOMER'S GENERATION INTO THE UTILITY'S DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM,
FROM SAN DIEGO CHAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
To insure proper interconnection and protection of San Diego
Cas and Electric Company distribution equipment when a customer
wishes to connect electrical generation equipment to a SDG&E feeder,
SDG&E will perform the equipment connection in accord with a yet-
to-be-agreed-upon company policy. A SDG&E document entitled "Cus-
tomer Generation" presents the design and operating guides that
should be applied to a customer-owned generation system to facilitate
safe integration of customer generation into the utility system.
The SDG&E document is included in Appendix CIV. The customer is
required to pay a monthly charge for at least 5 years to cover the
cost of installation, operation, and maintenance of the intercon-
nection.
SDG&E is still developing the details of this guide. This
guide will cover: 1) customer design requirements and operating
procedures and 2) utility design requirements and operating
procedures.
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SAN DIEGO GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
CUSTOMER GENERATION
A. INTRODUCTION
1.0 This document presents the design and operating guides
that should be applied to a customer-owned generation
system to facilitate safe integration of customer gener-
ation into the utility's system.
2.0 This guide will cover: 1. Customer design requirements
and operating procedures and 2. Utility design require-
ments and operating procedures.
B. CUSTOMER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
1.0 The customer may elect to use a variety of energy sources
including solar, wind or other exotic sources, in addition
to conventional fossil fuels. The end conversion for con-
nection to the utility's system must be into 60 Hz alter-
nating current.
2.0 The customer may elect to run his generator in parallel
with the utility or as a separate system with capability
of load transfer between the two independent systems.
The requirements for these two methods of operation are
outlined below:
C. SEPARATE SYSTEM
1.0 A separate system is defined aL^ one in which there is no
possibility of connecting the customer's generation in
parallel with the utility's system. For this design to
be practical, the customer must be capable of transferring
load between the two systems in an open transition or
nonparallel mode. This can be accomplished by either an
electrically or mechanically interlocked switching arrange-
ment which precludes operation of both switches in the
closed position. A typical schematic diagram is shown
below. Design variations are acceptable provided the
above requirements are satisfied.
2.0 If the customer has a separate system, the utility will
require verification that the transfer scheme meets the
nonparallel requirements. This will be accomplished by
approval of drawings by the utility in writing and if
the utility so elects by field inspection of the transfer
scheme. The utility will not be responsible for approving
the customer's generation equipment and assumes no respon-
sibility for its design or operation.
3.0 Most Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems do not
specifically meet the separate system criteria. However,
if they are not capable of backfeed they will be classified
as a separate system. If they can backfeed, they must meet
the requirements of parallel generation.
D. PARALLEL OPERATION
1.0 A parallel system is defined as one in which the customer's
generation can be connected to a bus common with the util-
ity's system. A transfer of power between the two systems
;;	 CIV-2
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is a direct and often desired consequence. For this oper-
ation to be practical and safe, the following conditions
are imposed on the customer's equipment.
E. CUSTOMER GENERATION CAPACITY IESS THAN 20 KILOWA`T'T
1.0 Design Requirements
1.1 The customer's installation must meat all applicable
national, state and local construction and safety
codes.
1.2 If the customer has generation which can maintain its
output when disconnected from the utility system (such
as a synchronous generator) the generator should be
equipped with the following protective devices:
1.2.1 Individual phase overcurrent trip devices.
1.2.2 Un,.iervoltage trip devices.
1.2.3 Sensitive current unbalance detection and
tripping (if a 3,,1,
 generator) .
1.2.4 Synchronizing or equivalent controls to ensure
a smooth connection with the utility system.
A typical schematic is shown below. Design variations
approved by the utility in writing are acceptable pro-
vided the intent of the section is met.
1.3 If the customer has generation which cannot maintain
its output when disconnected from the utility's sys-
tem (such as an induction generator), special pro-
tective devices may be waived.
1.4 Voltage regulation equipment will be required on the
customer's generator to maintain service voltage within
normal utility limits.
1.5 The utility reserves the right to require and approve
drawings and schematics of the customer's intercon-
necting equipment and the right of field inspection
to verify compliance with design requirements.
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2.0 operating Requirements
2.1 The cuatmmar must maintain service voltage within
normal utility limits.	 It high or low voltage com-
plaints or flicker complaints result from operation
of the customer's generation, such generating equip-
ment shall be disconnected until the problem is
resolved.
2.2 The customer shall not reconnect his generator after
u protective device trip ooleoa his system is ener-
gized from the utility source or unless he has iao~
lut,d his system from the utility.
2.3 The customer must agree in writing to discontinue
parallel operation when requested by tbe utility tofacilitate maintenance or repair of utility facilities.
2.4 The customer shall be responsible for damage caused
to other customers or to the serving utility as a
result of miaoperation or malfunction of his gener-
ator or its controls.
F.	 CUSTOMER GENERATION CAPACITY GREATER THAN 20 KILOWATT'
1.0	 Design Requirements
1.1 The customer's installation must meet all applicable
national,	 state and local construction and safety
codes.
1.2 The generator shall be equipped with the following
protective devices:
1 ' 2 ' 1	 Individual phase ovezouzrent trip devices.
1.2 ' 2	 DndernoItaga trip device.
1.2.3	 Sensitive ground detection.
1 ' 2.4	 Sensitive current unbalance detection and
tripping.
1.2.5	 Synchronizing controls to ensure a smooth
connection with the utility system/
	
and inter-
locks to prevent generator connection if the
utility service is de-energized,
	
but to permit
the generator to serve its local load.
CI\/-4
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A typical schematic is shown below. Design variations
approved by the utility in writing are acceptable,
provided the customer can justify= a variance.
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1.3 Voltage regulation; equipment will be required on the
generator to maintain service voltage within normal
utility limits.
1.4 The utility's written approval is required of draw-
ings and schematics of the customer's equipment, and
the utility reserves the right to make field inspec-
tions to verify compliance with the above requirements.
1.5 A customer whose generation is of significant magni-
tude so as to affect utility generation or voltage
control will be required to install control and mon-
itoring equipment capable of being operated by a
supervisory system from the utility's central control
office. Such equipment will be specified by the util-
ity. The utility will have priority control over the
customer's generation, which will include startup,
shutdown, synchronizing and watt and var output.
2.0 Operating Requirements
2.1 The customer must maintain the service voltage within
normal utility limits. If high or low voltage com-
plaints or flicker complaints result from operating
the customer's generation, such generating equipment
shall be disconnected until the problem is resolved.
2.2 The customer shall not reconnect his generator after
a protective device trip unless his system is ener-
gized from the utility source, or unless he has iso-
lated his system from the utility. To prevent such
CIV-5
hazardous connections, the protective devices spec-
ified in B1.2.5 must be provided.
v.3 The customer must notify the company before operating
in parallel any generator with an output rating
clreater than 1000 WA. This notification must be
for each and every connection and disconnection. In
addition, the utility will have direct control of
certain customer generation, as specified in 81.5.
2.4 The customer shall discontinue parallel operation
when requested by the utility to facilitate mainte-
nance or repair of utility facilities.
2.5 The customer will be respcnsible for damage caused
to tither customers or to the serving util it as a
result of misoperation or malfunction of hi p gener-
ator or it.s controls.
G. UTILITY S'::ITI'M DESCRIPTION
1.0 The vast majority of, if not all, customers with genera-
tion will be connected to the utility's distribution sys-
tem. Thi6 is a radial system and past experience indicates
these loads are of a passive? nature. The encouragement
of cu s tomers to install onsite generation, however, will
makes backfeed a distinct possibility. The incorporation of
protection devices on the customer's equipment cannot be
relied upon to prevent all possibilities of backfeed.
This is because backfeed can and will occur whenever the
c'ustomer's generation exceeds his load. Since backfeed
is probable, the following design and operating require-
ments must be incorporated.
4.0 Utility Design Requirements
2 1 A means of disconnection under controlof the utility
shall be applied to all customers with parallel gen-
eration. This can be a.plied can either the primary
or secondary circuit and accomplished with switches,
load break elbows, cutouts or secondary breakers.
Since existing circuit design incorporates these
features, additional costs should be minimal.
2.2 Transformers feeding customers with parallel gener-
ation shall be identified with a special tag attached
to the transformer or pole. This will notify field
crews of the possibility of backfeed. Incoming load
data sheets should be flaggvd and used to initiate
orders to tag poles.
2.3 All maps and diagrams used by System Operators to
direct switching operations shall have sources of
parallel generation identified.
2.4 A supervisory control and monitoring system will be
incorporated for those customers specified in Sec-
tion 81.5.
3.0 Utility Operation Procedures
c
3.1 As specified in Paragraph G1.0, backfeed from cus-
tomer generation is a distinct possibility. To
maintain safe working conditions, strict adherence
to safety rules is required. Paragraph 407 and 411
CIV-6
of SDG&B Accident Prevention Manual are particularly
aj)j, licable to parallel generation operation. (See
Appendix A.)
3.2 The utility will exercise direct control over cus-
tomer qt,ieration that in of sufficient magnitude to
affect utility generation and/or voltage regulation.
A supervisory system will be provided for this
control.
3.3 The utility must have discretionary control over
all customer generation independent of magnitude
during outages, equipment maintenance or emergencies.
,3.4 Additional safety controls or procedur-,s may be
required as experience dictates.
CIV-7
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Appendix CV
ONE•LINE DIAGRAM OF WIND TURBINE GENERATOR STATION, BREMCO
Figure CV-1 shows a one-line diagram of the station arrangement
at Boone, N . rth Carolina. The wind generator operates at 4.16 kV
and is connected to the 4.16 kV bus through a main breaker. The
main breaker is computer- or operator-controlled. A 2000 kVA trans-
former steps the voltage up to 12.5 kV at a point one mile from a
distribution substation. Auxiliary power is served off the 4.16 kV
bus at 208 and 480 V.
4160V
BUS
' 7480V
TO
BREIVICO
FEEDER 0
WIND TURBINE
GENERATOR
Figure CV-1. Wind T ,. :bine Generator Station One-Line Diagram
CV-1
Appendix CVI
MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND SPEED AT BOONE, NORTH CAROLINA
Figure CV1-1 shows three different monthly averages for the
wind speed in the vicinity of Boone, N.C., where the BREMCO wind
turbine generator is located and at the National Weather Site,
Charlotte, N.C. The circled points show the monthly average wind
speed, at the Boone, N.C., wind turbine generation site, at a
13.6-m sensor elevation. The other data points are for th y- Charlotte,
N.C., National Weather Service site.
For the Boone site, it is primarily during the winter months
that the wind is likely to be in excess of 10 mph. Therefore, it
will be during this winter period that the wind turbine generator
will supply energy to the system. At the time of the GE visit in
late September 1979, the wind speed was too low to operate the
unit regularly. Fortunately BREMCO has a winter load peaking char-
acteristic. Therefore, on the average, the wind turbine generator
should be able to supply energy at the time when the system load
is high.
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Appendix CVII
REPRESENTATIVE DATA TO BE TRANSMITTED FROM REMOTE DSG
TO DDC MONITORING SITE
To get an idea of the nature of the data which may be required
tc be transmitted from a remote dispersed storage and generation
site to a distribution dispatch center, refer to Table CVII-1, a
list of the 1.uantities monitored at the Blue Ridge Membership Cor-
poration's Howard's Knob wind turbine generator. In Table CVII-1
the following major topics are indicated:
s Wind turbine generator computer status
• Electrical systems
• Electrical system status and alarms
• Master status
• Drive trains
• Yaw drive system
• Pitch control module - hydraulic supply
• Rotor system
• Wind turbine generator system
• Cumulative data
For normal monitoring purposes the amount of data to be trans-
mitted would doubtless be considerably abbreviated. Nevertheless
under certain conditions data to the detail noted might be required.
Table CVII-1
QUANTITIES MONITORED AT BREMCO'S HOWARD'S KNOB
WIND TURBINE GENERATOR
1, ;dTG Computer Status
Software mode Test
Operator mode Manual
D.A. cycle mode Auto
Self check Off
Archive state On
Archive media Tape
Current state Wait
Commanded state Wait
2. Electrical System
Breaker status	 Open
Line frequency	 60.01 Hz
Power	 39 kW
CVII-1
Voltage A-B
Exciter current
Temperatures A
BR1
BR2
Power setting
Shaft speed
25.6 V
-0.2 A
83 OF
61 OF
58. 6 OF
0.0 kW
1.0 rpm
r r	 ,
z
^Y
r
^pp4
Table CVII-, 1 (Cop t' d)
2. Electrical Svstem (Cont'd
Voltage line A-B 5.1 V
Current main A 0.0 A
B -0.1 A
C -0.1 A
Auxiliary 7.5 A
3. Electrical Svstem Status and Alarms
Main beaker Open
Lockout relay Norm
Sync enable Off
Pitch starters
charge On
slew On
Yaw starter pump Off
Lube starter pump On
Transformer
Temperature Norm
Grounc Norm
,? i.rcraft beacon 1 On
tiircraf t beacon 2 On
4. Masten Status
Operator mode Manual
Wind speed
Instant 18.8 mph
Average 18.8 mph
Wind direction
Instant 34.50
Average 29.80
Blade pitch 96.40
Rotor speed 25.0 rpm
Generator speed 1.0 rpm
Power 39.0 kW
5.1 V
CVII-2
'	 fi
7M
f
r
Table CVII-1 (Cont'd)
5. Drive Train
Rotor yosition 268.20
Rotor speed 25.0 rpm
Generator speed 1.0 rpm
Generator power 39.0 kW
Shaft vibration 0.056	 g's
Shaft brake
Status On
Accumulator ALRM
Pressure Norm
Hydraulic pump
Status Off
6. Yaw Drive System
Average wind speed	 17.7 mph
Wind direction
Instant 20.80
Yaw drive Off
CW drive Off
CCW drive Off
Yaw pump Off
Oil level Norm
Pump alarm Fail
Yaw brake ENAB
Brake alarm ALRM
Yaw brake accumulator Off
7. PCM Hydraulic Supply (Pitch Control Module)
PCM oil level Norm
Pressurc alarms
Odd feather accumulator Norm
Even feather accumulator Norm
Main accumulator Norm
Emergency feather
Even On
Odd On
PCM auto Off
PCM manual Off
Slew pump On
Slew pump alarm Norm
Charge pump On
Blade pitch 1 96, "0
Blade pitch 2 96.40
CVII-3
1is
1
Table CVII-1 (Cont'd
Rotor Svstem8.
9.
10.
Bearing oil flow On
Bearing vibration 0.544	 g's
Rotor shaft speed 25.0 rpm
Rotor pooition 268.20
Trans oil temp 70.20
Nacelle temp 71.40
WTG System
Current state Wait
Commanded state Wait
Wind speed
Instant 20.0 mph
Average 14.8 mph
Wind direction
Instant 40.30
Average 33.00
Main breaker Open
Generator power 39.0 kW
Rotor speed 25.0 rpm
Blade pitch 96.40
Feather latch LTCH
Security system Off
Enclosure temp 70.50
Nacelle temp 71.40
Cumulative Data
Elaspsec. time 0.0000 hr
Generated 0.0000 kWltrs
0.0000 kvar hr
Auxiliary 0.0000 kWA hr
Electrical efficiency 0.0000
wind hours 0.0000 mph
Average kW per mph 0.0000
Main breaker operations
Total operations 0.0000
Operations per hour 0.0000
Operations over 120% 0.0000
.,
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Appendix CVIII
ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF THE UTILIZATION OF LEAD•ACID BATTERIES
IN ELECTRIC UTILITIES, PSE&G
One purpose of the visits to electric utility companies was
to obtain information on the economic assessment methods of the
utilization of various DSGs in an electric 1.,tility system. An
example of this sort of economic assessment was obtained during
the visit to the Public Service Electric and Gas Corporation in a
PSE&G report entitled "Economic Assessment of the Utilization of
Lead•Acid Batteries in Electric Utility Systems." Quoting from
the objectives of this study:
"The purpose of this report is to search for and identify
speci lAc applications where lead-acid batteries might be
competitive. Particular attention is given to searching
of the PSE&G system for installations of batteries which
could defer or cancel costly transmission projects. Prom-
ising transmission applications are assessed and an anal-
ysis of all potential battery savin(Ts including those on
the generating, transmission, and distribution system is
made. The potential savings are compared with the cost
of installinq the batteries."
The material which follows presents an executive summary of
the PSE&C, report and comparos prospective applications for the
PSE&G transmission and distribution system with an alternative
method of supplying a comparable service using batteries.
This analysis of the economic assessment indicates first, that
for the conditions studied, the use of load-acid batteries is not,
"presently competitive for wholesale electric utility applications."
It also shows that there are conditions (developed from a sonsi-
tivity analysis) that indicate: more favorable results could be
obtained with lead-acid batteries.
In the long run other batteries having more favorable cost
characteristics could be analyzed in a similar fashion. Prosumably
the methods outlined here would be suitable for identifying favor-
able cost benefit relations for improved batteries.
*"Economic Assessment of the Utilization of Lead-Acid Batteries
in Electric Utility Systems," HCP/T-28571, Public Service Elec-
tric and Gas Company, Nov. 1977. This report was prepared for,
funded by, and published by U.S. LSE.
CVIII-1
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PSE&G REPORT
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to search for and identify spe-
c cific applications in which lead-acid batteries might be eco-
nomically competitive on an electric utility system. Partic-
ular attention is given to searching the PSE&G system fcr in-
stallations of batteries which could defer or cancel costly
transmission and/or distribution projects. Although the
transmission and distribution data are based on specific ap-
plications on the PSE&G system, the generation data are based
r	 on a national reference system. This system was developed
in RP-729-1 "Economic Assessment of the Utilization of Fuel
Cells in ELwctric Utility Systems" which was prepared by
PSE&G for EPRI. Data on lead-acid battery costs and charac-
teristics were provided by ERDA. The Report analyzes and
1	 summarizes all costs and savings attributable to lead-acid
batteries.
GENERAL APPROACH
The general approach used in the battery assessment is to
first identify specific applications for the PSE&G trans-
mission anti distribution system. The amounts and required
characteristics of lead-acid batteries to satisfy the needs
of the tra :.mission applications are determined.
Havinq determined the amount ofbatteries rOgUired, this
battery capacity is substituted for alternate peaking and
intermediate type generating capacity. All costs and sav-
ings associated with the batteries are then analysed in-
cludinq the following:
• Battery capital cost
• Transmission and distribution saving
• Production cast :saving
• Spinning reserve saving
• Alternate capacity saving
• Quick lead time saving
• Generating reserve requirement slivinq
• Losses
• Reactive capacity
The, underlying methodology in which all casts and savings
are equated In comparable terms is the "minimum revenue
requirement" discipline. This methodology, which is very
commonly used in the electric utility industry, is explained
in .,everal stan(lard textbooks on 1-ngineering Economics. In
this report, the methodology has been used to calculate all
costs and savings in terms of "present worth of all future
revenue requirements" (pwafrr), using a cost of money (inter-
est rate) of 10`:.. Costs and savings are finally summarized
in terms of equivalent $/kW cost of batteries.
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TRANSMISSION SAVINGS (See Ap1 'etlalix t' for Mothodolotly)
'I'he PSI.&G transmission system development is typically
planned to provide the transmission capability to satisfy
various functional requirements. One of these requirements
is the delivery of o.morgency power to the system or a sub-
area of the system and is galled the Capacity Emergency
Transfer objective (CFTC?). Tilt* ability of tilt, transmission
system to deliver this emertlency power is termed the capacity
L:1nt^rtioncy 'bran sf'or Limit WETL) .
Battol'I.('s sitt'd In tilt . I'SEW) sys'tom ol . a I stlh-a1'ea of tilt'
syst( 1111 would have tllt, effect of redut-intl tilt' system"'; ()I"
sub-area' s CIPM. Hy 1OCatinq Stltflrient hattorivs, 121 all
area, It would he possible to deter transmission1)I'(llert;i
planned primarily for t--'I'I`h..'C'E`i'o reasons.
A survey of tho planned transmission developments in the
1977-87 periods reveals that three specific underground trans-
mission projects, which would provide increased tETI, rapac-
ity to the generation deficit Northern zone of the nsp&G sys-
tem (Figure ES-1) , could potentially be doterred by the itl-
stallation of Clattery capacity. Also, by locating a portion
of these batteries in the Fair Lawn lead area within the
Northern Zone, an additional underground transmission proj-
ect could be deferred. The existing Northers; Zone trans-
mission system and these facilities identified as deferment
candidates are shown in Figure ES-v.
Startintl with the base system CETL,`C.ETO conditions for the
PSI: &G
 Northern 'Zane (no battery installations) and knowing
3
ij
a
I
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the CETL increase associated with each transmission deferral
candidate as well as the potential CETO reduction accruing
from a given amount of battery capacity installation, a
simple relationship can be developed stating the specific
transmission project deferrals possible as a function of
the amount of batteries installed. From this generalized
relationship, three specific quantity/location applications
were formulated based on CETL/CETO requirements. These
applications were then adapted to obtain the secondary ben-
efit resulting from th, location of some of the required
Northern Zone battery installation specifically in the Fair
Lawn load area to permit delay of that area's planned rein-
forcement. The three applications and their associated
deferrals are summarized in Table ES-1. The transmission
savings derived from the most promising application are
shown in Table ES-2.
It was assumed that batteries installed to provide emergency
transmission and distribution protection would normally op-
erate on a system economic dispatch basis. Therefore, the
load cycle characteristics of the Northern Zone and Fair
Lawn load area were compared to the PSELG syst,:,m load cycle
to assure that the batteries, operating on a system basis,
would be sufficiently charged to provide the necessary
protection.
DISTRIBUTION SAVINGS
liaving identified the most promising application of batteries
in the PSE&G system and having quantified the number of MW
required, we investigated the additional savings achievable
from locating these batteries at distribution. substations.
These additional savings are derived from the postponement
of planned substations in the 1979-1985 period and from the
postponement of unidentified substations required in the
post-1985 period.
These savings are summarized on Table ES-3. Further savings
from applying batteries at the ends of primary and secondary
distribution circuits are achievable but installation of the
r	 batteries on these circuits is judged to be not feasible.
GENERATION COSTS AND SAVINGS
The 1980 load and capacity data for the Reference System are
shown in Table ES-4. The generating units selected for the
expansion of the Reference System are shown in Table ES-5.
The fuel prices used for the study are shown in Table ES-6.
i
The capital costs, fuel prices, and most of the generating
unit operating characteristics were s ,ipplied by EPRI. The
Reference System expansion is shown in Figure ES-3 as an op-
timum generation mix. Optimum generation mix is that com-
bination of generating units which minimizes the present
worth of all future revenue requirements for capital related
charges and production cost (fuel, operation, and maintenance).
The optimum mix fcr the Reference System does not contain
enough nuclear capacity to provide nuclear charging energy
for lead-acid batteries.
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Table ES-2
TRANSMISSION SAVINGS ANALYSIS APPLICATION 3
Service Date
	 1979	 1981	 1983	 1984
Capital Cost Cancelled
or Deferred(million dollars) 5.9 26. 2U 0.7 5.3
Cancel or 0o.
	 of
Years Deferred 3 oanoeI oa000l 4
CClF 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05
Annual Carrying Charges, 15 15 15 15
Lev p liuud Annual
Revenue Requirements(million dollars/year) .83 4.13 .11 .83
Pwafrr Saving(1979 million dollars) 2.54 34,10 .75 1.79
Pwafrr Cumulative Saving
1979	 to	 1984 $39.18 million
Table ES-3
DISTRIBUTION SAVINGS &0ALYS^S
App lication 3
Service Date	 198119 90	 1991
Capital Cost Cancelled
or Deterred(million dollars)	 1.74	 3.48	 6.96
0o. of Years Deferred	 ]	 3	 3
CCIF	 1.05	 1.05	 l'D5
Carrying Charges, 	 15	 lS	 lS
Laveliued Annual
Revenue Requirements(million dollars/year) 	 ,27	 ,55	 1.10
Pwatzr Savings	 .61	 ,53	 .96
TOTAL Pwafzr Cumulative Saving 	 $2.1 million
"
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Table ES-5
REFERENCE SYSTEM EXPANSION*
1975
Type of Generatinq Unit } Capacitv | Cap ital Cost
Nuclear	 Boo	 540
Oil Intemediate	 400	 240
Combitiod Cycle	 250	 2.10
Gas Turbine	 150	 120
^B9~729~1, "Economic &moeaonmot of the Utilization of Fuel
Cells in Electric Utilit y Systems," 2PRI.
Table DS-6
8CF8BC0CD SYSTEM FUEL COSTS DATA
PROVIDED BY EpBZ
Fuel	 1980 Fuel Price|	 (1975 S/MBtu)
Nuclear 0,60
Coal 1.20
Oil #6 3,05
Oil 82 3.45
RP-739-1, "Economic Aaseee "
 .,ut of the
Utilization of Fuel Cells in Electric
Utility Systems."
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The lead-acid battery data are shown in Table ES-7. These
data were supplied by ERDA. The capital cost is primarily
a function of energy storage capability, rathP-^ z. Iian MW size
as is typical of most other types of generating capacity.
The carrying charges for the battery portion of the plant
have been c:ilculated as a function of battery life, and are
shown in Figure ES-4.
Conventional generating units are available only in relatively
large, discrete sizes. The size and schedule of the battery
installations determined in Section 3 does not allow an exact
MW for MW replacement of capacity in the Reference System.
The generation analysis considers two possible replacement
scenarios:
1. Replace 500 MW of gas turbine peaking capacity with
440 MW of lead-acid aatteries.
Z. Replace a 400 MW oil steam intermediate unit with
440 MW of lead-acid batteries and postpone 350 MW
of gas turbine peaking capacity for periods of one
to three years.
Table ES-8 summarizes the generation capital costs and savings
for the replacement of gas turbine or oil steam capacity
with lead-acid storage batteries. Table ES-9 summarizes the
production cost savings and penalties for the replacement of
's turbine or oil steam capacity with lead-acid storage bat-
teries. The combined capital and production cost savings
and penalties show that the replacement of gas turbine capac-
ity is the least costly alternative by a pwafrr of $38 million.
The outage rates of lead-acid batteries are projected to be
significantly lower than gas turbine units. Therefore, the
replacement of gas turbines with batteries would result in
reduced installed capacity reserve requirements and an as-
sociated capital cost saving.
However, the limited energy constraint of lead-acid batteries
may reduce their load carrying capability, thereby increasing
reserve requirements. Figure ES-5 shows an estimate of bat-
tery load carrying capability as a function of the amount of
battery cdpac.'ty installed. The net effect of battery avail-
ability and limited energy is to reduce the Reference System
reserve requirement by approximately 60 MW. Capital cost
savings for this amount of capacity are already included in
the analysis (440 MW of batteries replaced 500 MW of gas
turbines).
The construction lead time required for lead-acid batteries
is projected to be two years, compared to longer lead times
required for all other types of capacity except gas turbines.
The Pwafrr savings due to batteries short lead time is zero
with respect to gas turbines and $16 million with respect to
oil steam units. These savings are included in the capital
cost analysis.
CVIII-12
Table, ES-7
CAPITAL COSTS AND OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC'S
OF LEAD-ACID S PORAGI: BATTERIES
C'-APITAL COSTS
10-11our `:^-Hour
1 11itla l 	 I ►1vo:3tmc l nt I3at ter y Bat t er g
Installed cost
($	 kW)
Batt R-,ry Costs 368 184
Other Energy Related
Cost:; 284 142
Co lIvert-er Costs _74 _74
Total 7a'.E 4URU
Lead Time	 (years)
COIF 1.05 1.O5
I•:stimated Life
	 (years)
(Exclusive of	 Batteries) _30 30
Carrying Charges
(exclusive of	 $atteI'ies) 15 15
3-Hou r
Iia t t c',^ -
111
8 5
74
T 7 f
2
1.05
30
15
Battory Replacement
(;,'kW) 276 138 83
I:st.imated Line 2000 cycles up to 14 years
Carryinq Charges Determined as a function of life
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
Efficiency	 ('t,) 75 70 65
Charting Time	 (hours) 10/13 5/7/10 3/5,%10
Charging Capacity
0	 of rated load) 133/100 143/100/71 154/100/46
Fixed O&M None
Variable O&M	 (mills/kWh) 0.5 0.5 0.5
Forced Outage Rate
	 (u) 4 4 4
Annu-il Maintenance
(week/year) 1 1 1
CVIII-13
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Table ES-8
GENERATION CAPITAL COST ANALYSIS
Pwafrr
(1979 millions
of dollars)
Replace Peaking Capacity
Lead-Acid Battery Cost	 (264)
Gas Turbine Savings 	 79
Net Capital Penalty	 (185)
Replace Intermediate Capacity
Lead-Acid Battery Cost	 (264)
Oil Steam Savings	 130
Net Capital Penalty	 (134)
Table ES-9
PRODUCTION COST ANALYSIS
Pwaf rr
(1979 million dollars)
Operating Savings (Penalty)
Spinning Reserve Savings
Tctal Production Cost
Savings (Penalty)
Replace Replace
Peaking Intermediate
Capacity Capacity
16 (73)
58 56
74
	 (15)
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Table ES-10
R', MARY OF LEAD-ACID BATTERY COSTS AND SAVINGS
I°wafrr Cost	 I:glliva1ent
Navin&	 Batter y
Millions tit
	 Inst alled
147 1) Dollars,	 Cost ($_'k10
COST
Battery Capital
Cost	 04	 400
SAVING
Tran smission (	 111 ) (50)
histI , ihtlt it) I1 (.'1 (.31
11 rodut,t ton lost
and	 SjI inl,ill.a	 Ro."orVt' t	 :'	 1 (l l : )
Rep lac oliletit
	 C_q'acity 1^	 * 1. 111
Total M.11 (;11.11
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In addition, it was determined that o reooqnition that in-
flation may be here to stay increases t).e incentives to in-
stall battoriem. The assumption of a 6S inflation rate com-
bined with a coal-oil fuel price differential on the order
of $1,26/MBtu is sufficient to make lead-acid batteries a
break-even proposition for the reference system.
It should be noted that the 18 0, cost of money used through-
out this report iuherently includes an inflation adjumtment.
Thus, lOD is a proper value to use for the aensitivity to
the inclusion of inflation aoalyaio. To be completely con-
sintent, a coat of money on the order of 4-5: should have
been used for all other analyses. This would have decreased
the net penalty for lead-acid batteries which waF, shown in
Table ES-10.
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